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Abstract
High speed etching of SiO2 has been investigated using a remote-type dielectric barrier
discharge (DBD) in-line system with a multi-pin-to-plate power electrode configuration as
functions of N2 /NF3 gas combination, added gases and operating frequency of a pulse power
supply. The SiO2 etch rate increased with an increase in NF3 flow rate (0.2–1.0 slm) in N2
(60 slm)/NF3 but showed a maximum with an increase in N2 (30–80 slm) at 60 slm in the
N2 /NF3 (1 slm) gas mixture. The SiO2 etch rate was also increased with the addition of up to
0.6 slm of He or Ar gas and it was also related to the increase in fluorine atomic density in the
plasma. The addition of He or Ar to the N2 (60 slm)/NF3 (1 slm) and the increase in the
frequency of the pulse power increased the fluorine atomic density through the increased
Penning ionization/dissociation and the increased ionization by the increased pulse-on time,
respectively.

expensive vacuum system, have been studied [8–10]. Among
the various atmospheric pressure plasma sources, a dielectric
barrier discharge (DBD) plasma has been studied most widely
because it is easily expandable to a larger size and easier to
generate a stable DBD in the glow regime [11–15]. In addition,
to reduce the possible damage of the samples by arching,
high energy bombardment, thermal energy, etc during the
processing, a remote-type plasma system has been investigated
[16, 17]. Previously, for remote atmospheric pressure plasma
systems, SiO2 etching has been investigated by Iwasaki et al
using a microwave discharge and by Yamakawa et al using a
DBD [18, 19]. Even though they obtained high etch rates of
SiO2 for stationary systems, for their application in flat panel
displays and/or flexible displays, the in-line system and/or rollto-roll system need to be utilized. Also, in order to substitute
conventional processes carried out by a low-pressure plasma
etching system or by a wet etching system and to maximize
the advantage of an atmospheric pressure plasma, a large area
atmospheric pressure plasma system which has a high plasma
density over the source area and which can be operated as an
in-line or roll-to-roll system needs to be developed.

1. Introduction
For various electronic devices such as microelectromechanical
system (MEMS) devices, thin film transistor-liquid crystal
display (TFT-LCD) devices and flexible display devices,
dielectric thin film materials such as SiO2 and Si3 N4 are used
and the patterning of those materials is carried out using wet
etching or plasma etching [1–5]. The wet etching process
can be done at a low cost but it shows problems such as
the difficulty in fine line patterning, the difficulty in the etch
endpoint detection, environmental pollution and the difficulty
of in-line processing [6, 7]. Therefore, these days, most of
the etch processes are carried out by plasma etching in a
vacuum system. The low-pressure plasma etching process
can resolve most of the problems caused by wet etching but,
instead, it raises other problems such as high cost of equipment
and the difficulty in manufacturing larger plasma systems to
accommodate larger area substrates for display devices.
As a possible solution to the problems of low-pressure
plasma etching while resolving the problems of wet etching,
atmospheric pressure plasma processing systems, which can
generate plasmas at atmospheric pressure without using an
0022-3727/10/425207+06$30.00
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the remote-type modified DBD
in-line system used in this experiment.

Figure 2. SiO2 etch rate (nm/scan) measured as a function of N2 gas
flow rate and NF3 gas flow rate for the gas combination of N2 /NF3 .
The operating frequency was kept at 40 kHz (the duty time of the
pulse signal was 3.5 µs) and, at this operating frequency, about 3 kW
of pulse power was delivered to the source.

In this experiment, for a high density atmospheric pressure
plasma system, a modified DBD with a multi-pin-to-plate
power electrode configuration has been used [20, 21] and its
SiO2 etch characteristics were investigated in its application
to flat panel and/or flexible display device processing. The
DBD source was operated as a remote type to remove any
possible damage to the substrates. And, to be applicable to
in-line or roll-to-roll processing for FPD devices or flexible
display devices, the samples were moved at a constant speed
during the processing and the possibility of using the in-line
atmospheric pressure plasma system on the patterning of SiO2
thin films has been investigated by varying gas combination
and operating frequency.

were thermally grown on silicon wafers, were located 2 mm
below the remote-type DBD source and the samples were
moved along the substrate holder with a speed of 0.25 m min−1 .
The remote-type plasma DBD system and the substrate holder
were installed in a transparent plastic box for a controlled
gas environment, and the residual gas was removed using an
exhaust fan installed in the box.
The SiO2 etch rate was estimated by measuring the etching
depth with a step profilometer (TENCOR, Alpha-step 500).
The voltage and consumed power were measured using an
oscilloscope (Tektronics, Oscilloscope TDS 744A), a HV
probe and a current meter. An optical emission spectroscope
(OES) (PCM 420, SC-Technology) was located below the
DBD source and was used to detect the optical emission
intensities from the radicals or activated species in the plasma.
The SiO2 etch profile before/after the etching was observed
by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM;
Hitachi S-4700). The chemical bonding state of the etched
silicon dioxide surface was examined by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) (Thermo VG SIGMA PROBE).

2. Experimental setup
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the remote plasmatype pin-to-plate DBD used in the experiment. The discharge
source consisted of a power electrode having machined
pyramid-shaped multi-pins (the height of the apex and the
length of the base edge of the pyramid were 1 mm and 2 mm,
respectively) and a blank planar ground electrode facing each
other, and the source was located vertically above the substrate
for the remote-type operation (the gap between the electrodes
of the remote-type DBD is 1.5 mm and the distance between
the DBD source and the substrate is 2 mm). The size of the
electrodes was 50 × 300 mm2 and both electrodes were made
of aluminium coated with alumina as a dielectric barrier. The
power electrode was connected to a pulse power generator with
a frequency in the range 20–40 kHz and a maximum applied
power of 4 kW. In order to observe electrical parameters such as
output voltage and consumed power, a high voltage (HV) probe
and a current meter were connected to the power electrode and
the ground electrode.
The etching gas consisted of a gas mixture of N2
(30–80 slm)/NF3 (0.2–1.0 slm) with additive gases (He, Ar,
O2 )/(0.2–1.0 slm). N2 gas was used as the discharge gas and
NF3 was used as the reactive gas. The SiO2 samples, which

3. Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows the SiO2 etch rate (nm/scan) measured as a
function of N2 gas flow rate and NF3 gas flow rate for the
gas combination of N2 /NF3 . When the NF3 gas flow rate was
varied from 0.2 to 1.0 slm, the N2 gas flow rate was maintained
at 60 slm and, when the N2 flow rate was varied from 30
to 80 slm, the NF3 flow rate was maintained at 1 slm. The
operating frequency was kept at 40 kHz (duty time of the pulse
signal was 3.5 µs), and at this operating frequency, about 3 kW
of pulse power was delivered to the source. The substrate was
moved at a speed of 0.25 m min−1 . As shown in figure 2, the
increase in NF3 flow rate from 0.2 to 1.0 slm at a fixed N2 flow
rate of 60 slm increased the SiO2 etch rate continuously from
2
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increase in N2 flow rate showed a maximum at 50–60 slm of N2
flow rate similar to that of etch rate measured as a function of
N2 flow rate in figure 2. The increase in SiO2 etch rate observed
with the increase in NF3 flow rate in N2 /NF3 is believed to be
related to the increase in fluorine atoms in the plasma by the
increased dissociation of NF3 with the increase in NF3 flow
rate in the gas mixture. In the case of variation of N2 flow
rate in N2 /NF3 , due to the significant variation of total gas
flow rate and the volume recombination time of the reactive
fluorine atom generated at the remote plasma source, the
number of fluorine atoms remaining on the sample surface after
the recombination during the transport from the source to the
sample surface could affect the SiO2 etch rate. The similarity
of the SiO2 etch rate variation measured as a function of N2 flow
rate to that of fluorine optical emission intensity measured as
a function of N2 flow rate appears to suggest that the fluorine
atoms are not significantly recombined during the transport
from the plasma source to the sample surface and the SiO2 etch
rate with N2 flow rate is more affected by fluorine generation
in the discharge source. The variation of fluorine atoms in
the source with N2 flow rate is from the variation of the NF3
dissociation and, in general, a higher dissociation is obtained
at a higher plasma density if the electron energy distribution
is not changed significantly. Therefore, it is believed that the
highest fluorine atomic density at 50–60 slm of N2 gas flow
rate is related to the highest plasma density at those gas flow
rates.
The frequency of the operating pulse power supply was
varied from 20 to 40 kHz and the effect of the operating
frequency on the SiO2 etch rate was measured and the results
are shown in figure 4. The gas combination of N2 (60 slm)/NF3
(1 slm) was used. The voltage of the pulse was maintained at
about 7 kV and the duration of each pulse was kept at 3.5 µs. In
figure 4, the power consumed by the plasma is also shown. As
shown in the figure, the increase in operating pulse frequency
increased the SiO2 etch rate from 68.5 to 202.9 nm/scan. The
measured consumed power was also increased from 1.6 to
2.9 kW with the increase in operating frequency from 20 to
40 kHz. It is believed that the plasma is turned off during each

Figure 3. Fluorine atomic optical emission peak (703.9 nm) in the
remote plasma source measured by OES as functions of NF3 and N2
flow rate in the N2 /NF3 gas mixtures under the etch condition in
figure 2.

39.7 to 202.9 nm/scan. However, when the N2 flow rate was
varied from 30 to 80 slm with the NF3 flow rate fixed at 1 slm,
the SiO2 etch rate was increased initially with the increase in
N2 flow rate and showed a maximum at about 60 slm of N2
flow rate. A further increase in N2 flow rate decreased the
SiO2 etch rate significantly. The variation of etch rate with N2
flow rate is caused by the characteristics of the remote-type
plasma system used in the experiment. With the increase in
N2 gas flow rate, more dissociated species are available on the
substrate surface due to the decreased recombination of the
dissociated species during the transportation to the surface;
therefore, the etch rate is increased with the initial increase in
N2 gas flow rate. However, if the gas flow rate is very high, the
density of the species decomposed in the remote-type plasma
source is decreased due to the decreased residence time of
the feed gas in the remote source; therefore, the etch rate is
decreased.
For the etching of SiO2 with N2 /NF3 gas mixtures in a
remote-type plasma system, it is impossible to enhance SiO2
etching by ion bombardment due to the separation between the
plasma source and the substrate [22]. And, in particular, for
the atmospheric pressure plasma system, due to the extremely
small mean free path, only a reactive fluorine atom delivered
to the sample by the gas flow without volume recombination is
believed to participate in the etching of SiO2 by forming SiFx .
OES was carried out to observe the fluorine atomic optical
emission peak in the remote plasma source as functions of
NF3 and N2 flow rate in the N2 /NF3 gas mixtures under the etch
conditions in figure 2 and the results are shown in figure 3. The
optical emission peak observed at 703.9 nm was used for the
fluorine atomic emission peak [23]. As shown in figure 3,
the increase in NF3 flow rate at a fixed N2 flow rate increased
the fluorine optical emission peak intensity constantly similar
to the SiO2 etch rate variation observed in figure 2. Also, the
3
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pulse cycle even though the positive/negative charges remain
accumulated on the dielectric surface of each electrode during
the pulse-off period of each pulse. The increase in pulse
frequency while maintaining the pulse-on duration at each
pulse increases the plasma-on time and it increases the timeaveraged discharge current, which increases the consumed
power to the plasma. Therefore, not only the time-averaged
plasma density but also the dissociated species, such as
fluorine atom, are increased with the increase in operating
pulse frequency [24, 25]. Therefore, by using a higher pulse
frequency at a given pulse signal, it is believed that a higher
SiO2 etch rate could be obtained by increasing the consumed
power while maintaining the glow discharge-type plasma.
(When ac high voltage is used, due to the variation of voltage,
it is difficult to operate the plasma without the formation
of a filamentary discharge particularly at a high ac power,
in general. However, our experience with the pulse power
supply showed that, when the pulse power is used, glow-type
discharges appeared to be maintained even at higher powers
possibly due to the fixed voltage and fixed pulse duration which
limit the formation of a filamentary discharge.)
Additive gases such as He, Ar, and O2 were added to
N2 (60 slm)/NF3 (1 slm) and the effect of additive gas on the
SiO2 etch rate was investigated and the results are shown in
figure 5(a) for SiO2 etch rate measured as functions of additive
gas flow rate from 0 to 1 slm. The operating pulse frequency
was kept at 40 kHz. As shown in figure 5(a), the increase in
He and Ar flow rate up to 0.6 slm increased the SiO2 etch rate
by showing 323.4 nm/scan and 225.4 nm/scan, respectively;
however, a further increase in the flow rate of He and Ar to 1 slm
decreased the SiO2 etch rate. In the case of O2 addition, the
increase in O2 addition to N2 /NF3 generally decreased the SiO2
etch rate. Under the etch conditions investigated in figure 5(a),
using OES, the emission intensities near the fluorine atomic
emission peak position (703.9 nm) were measured for 0.6 slm
of added gases and the results are shown in figure 5(b). As a
reference, the optical emission intensity measured without the
added gas is included. The optical emission intensity of F atom
is proportional to both F atomic density and electron density.
Therefore, the variation of the optical emission intensity is not
solely related to the variation of F atomic density; however,
in this experiment, the optical emission intensity was used
as a relative measure of F atomic density. As shown in the
figure, the relative optical emission peak intensity of fluorine
measured as a function of added gas was similar to the SiO2
etch rate measured as a function of added gas by showing the
highest peak intensity for the addition of 0.6 slm of He and
the lowest peak intensity for the addition of 0.6 slm of O2 .
Therefore, the SiO2 etch rate measured as a function of added
gases is believed to be related to the change in optical emission
intensity of fluorine, and therefore, possibly to the change in
dissociated fluorine atoms in the plasma.
The increase in dissociated fluorine with the increase
in added He and Ar up to 0.6 slm appears to be related
to the increased ionization/dissociation through the Penning
ionization/dissociation by the added He or Ar through the
following reactions even though the dissociative ionization
energy of NF3 by electron impact is known to be nearly zero
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Figure 5. (a) Effect of additive gas flow rate (He, Ar, O2 :
0.2–1.0 slm) to N2 (60 slm)/NF3 (1 slm) gas mixture on the SiO2
etch rate. The input pulse frequency was 40 kHz and the consumed
power was about 3 kW. (b) OES of fluorine atomic peak obtained
from the plasma generated with N2 (60 slm)/NF3 (1 slm) gas mixture
and He, Ar, O2 (0.6 slm) addition. (c) F1s XPS spectra on the SiO2
surface after etching in N2 (60 slm)/NF3 (1 slm) with gas addition
(He, Ar, O2 : 0.6 slm).

(e.g. from B E E Kastenmeier et al) [17]
He(Ar) + e → He∗ (Ar ∗ ) + e,
∗

∗

He (Ar ) + NF3 → He(Ar) +
NF∗3 → NF2 + F,
4

NF∗3 /He(Ar)

(1)
+

NF+3

+ e,

(2)
(3)
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Figure 6. SEM micrograph observed before/after the etching of 1 µm thick SiO2 on silicon with N2 (60 slm)/He (0.6 slm)/NF3 (1 slm) and
at about 3 kW of 40 kHz pulse power. The sample was scanned three times at a speed of 0.25 m min−1 .

where the formation energies of the metastable species for He
and Ar in equation (1) are 19.8 eV and 11.6 eV, respectively.
The formation energy of NF∗3 in equation (2) is known to be
8.3 eV (while the ionization energy for NF3 in equation (2) is
about 13.2 eV [27]), and due to the higher energy state of He∗
metastables compared with Ar∗ metastables, a higher density
of NF∗3 excited states is expected. The dissociation of NF∗3 into
NF2 and F occurs spontaneously because the binding energy
of NF2 –F is in the range 2.5–3.2 eV (2.5 eV [26], 3.2 eV [28],
2.6 eV [29]). Therefore, higher dissociated fluorine obtained
by He compared with Ar is believed to be related to the
higher potential of He∗ metastables compared with that of
Ar∗ metastables. However, the decrease in SiO2 etch rate
for He or Ar higher than 0.6 slm appears to be related to the
decrease in fluorine atomic density on the SiO2 surface due
to the decrease in NF3 partial pressure with the increase in
added gas flow rate. In the case of O2 addition, due to the
high electronegativity of oxygen, [30] fluorine dissociation
was decreased by the decreased ionization with an increase in
oxygen addition by showing a lower optical emission intensity
of fluorine as shown in figure 5(b), that is, possibly by showing
a lower fluorine atomic density. The surface of SiO2 etched
with different added gases was examined with XPS and the F1s
binding energy peaks on the etched SiO2 surface are shown in
figure 5(c). As shown in the figure, for the addition of He
or Ar, the F1s peak was located at 687.1 eV close to the Si–
F bonding peak (686.9 eV) indicating the possible formation
of volatile SiFx for SiO2 etching. However, when oxygen
was added, the F1s peak was shifted to a higher binding
energy (692.1 eV) which might suggest the formation of Si–
O–F bonding and cause a decrease in the SiO2 etching by
preventing the formation of volatile SiFx [31, 32]. Therefore,
the decease in SiO2 etch rate with the addition of oxygen to
N2 /NF3 was related not only to the decrease in plasma density
in the plasma source but also to the formation of Si–O–F
bonding on the surface.
Figure 6 shows the SEM micrographs observed
before/after the etching of 1 µm thick SiO2 on silicon. Etching
was carried out with N2 (60 slm)/He (0.6 slm)/NF3 (1 slm) and
at about 3 kW of 40 kHz pulse power. The sample was scanned
at a speed of 0.25 m min−1 . As shown in figure 6, after scanning
the sample for three times while operating the plasma source
under the above condition, a SiO2 etch depth of about 900 mm
could be observed.

4. Conclusions
In this study, a remote-type modified DBD in-line system with
a multi-pin-to-plate power electrode configuration has been
used and its SiO2 etch characteristics were investigated as
functions of N2 /NF3 gas combination, added gases (He, Ar and
O2 ) and the operating frequency of a pulse power. The SiO2
etch rate measured as a function of N2 flow rate in N2 /NF3
(1 slm) showed a maximum at about 60 slm of N2 flow rate,
which was related to the highest fluorine density in the plasma
due to the highest plasma density in the gas mixture of N2
(60 slm)/NF3 (1 slm). When He, Ar and oxygen were added
to N2 (60 slm)/NF3 (1 slm), a further increase in SiO2 etch rate
could be observed for the addition of He and Ar due to the
increase in fluorine atomic density in the plasma through the
Penning ionization/dissociation caused by He and Ar ions. In
the case of oxygen addition, due to the high electronegativity
of oxygen, which decreases the plasma density, and due to
the formation of Si–O–F bonding on the SiO2 surface, which
prevents the formation of volatile SiFx , the SiO2 etch rate
decreased with the increase in oxygen addition. When the
pulse frequency was increased at a fixed voltage, due to the
increase in input power without the formation of a filamentary
discharge, an increase in SiO2 etch rate could be observed for
the frequency range 20–40 kHz. Under the etch condition of
N2 (60 slm)/He (0.6 slm)/NF3 (1 slm), at about 3 kW of 40 kHz
pulse power and a sample scanning speed of 0.25 m min−1 , a
SiO2 etch rate of about 323.4 nm/scan could be obtained.
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